
Many songs are written and performed in keys that sound great on radio but are too high for the average 
singer. How can worship leaders help people in churches actively voice their worship and praise?

CONGREGATIONALLY-FRIENDLY KEYS 
Select keys that let the congregation sing the lowest note at an A. The highest note should be a D (or 
occasional Eb). If songs stay at the high end of that range for a lengthy period, voices get tired. Such 
songs need lower key considerations.

The range of the average voice is the octave C to C, so select keys with that range when possible. Many 
songs have a range larger than an octave, sometimes making a wider range necessary.

Once you have selected music, determine acceptable keys for the voice range. There may be 1-3 keys 
that work, depending on the range of the melody.

EXAMPLES

“Mighty to Save” is often done in its original key of A. The range is within the guidelines until the bridge. 
Not only does the bridge go to a high E, but it stays high in the range. The key of G brings the melody into 
the congregational range, and F is even better for the congregational voice.

Figure 1 Mighty to Save in A

Figure 2 Mighty to Save in G

Select keys for songs that have the lowest note the congregation will sing 
at an A. The highest note should be a D (or occasional Eb).



“10,000 Reasons” original key is G, which makes the range of the chorus too high for the average singer. 
The chorus has many E’s and one F#. A congregationally-friendly key would be Eb or E. The key of E has 
the high note a D#, the highest allowed (occasional) note for good congregational keys. 

“This Is Amazing Grace” originally appeared in the key of Bb and is often sung in churches in that key. 
This key is difficult for the average singer. The chorus practically stays on a high F and has occasional 
G’s. Congregationally-friendly keys would be Eb and F. The key of F stays on a C with an occasional D.

Figure 3 10,000 Reasons in G

Figure 5 This Is Amazing Grace in Bb

Figure 4 10,000 Reasons in E

Figure 6 This Is Amazing Grace in F



HOW TO DETERMINE THE BEST KEYS

In “This Is Amazing Grace,” we see in the original key that the highest note is an occasional G.

For the congregation to sing this well, we need to make the highest sung note be no higher 
than an Eb. That would require us to drop the key by four half steps, lowering the song to the 
key of F#. With the high tessitura (the melody stays on high notes for some time), it would be 
best to bring it down at least another half step, taking us to the key of F. 

We also need to ensure the melody does not go too low with the change we make. In this case, 
the melody range is fairly narrow, and the lowest note is only an F. Also keep in mind the best 
range, where possible, is C to C. The key of F will move the melody almost completely to that 
range. The key of Eb will have the highest note as C. 

In the example of “10,000 Reasons,” the original key of G has an occasional F#. 

Do not assume that the “original key” encourages maximum congregational participation.



The highest occasional note should be an Eb (D#). That would require dropping the key by 
three half steps to the key of E. 

We then check the lowest note in the key of E, which is a B — an entire whole step above the 
lowest allowed note (A). 

Therefore, the song could technically be sung as low as the key of D, but keeping in mind the 
best range of C to C; the keys of Eb and E keep the melody in a better overall range. 

This resource lists more than 150 of today’s top worship songs in 
congregationally-friendly keys: klamm.us/bestkeys.

PRACTICAL MATTERS 
Evaluate every song on your list. If you have a song in a key that is not in the correct range, either 
change it to an acceptable key (and replace the charts) or eliminate the song. 

Then you can plan worship that engages your congregation without having to concern yourself with 
choosing correct keys.

For additional resources, check out www.RenewingWorshipNC.org. 

EVALUATE 
Look at your song list for Sunday. Are the keys appropriate for congregational singing? If not, 
make the change and see what a difference it can make. If your congregation is not accustomed 
to participating, it may take a while to adjust, so have patience, submit your worship planning to 
God and lead the congregation to where they need to go. 


